PRIVACY POLICY
Overview
This Privacy Policy was edited according to standing regulations and to what the UE Regulations art.
13 2016/679 of the European Parliament and Council, of 27th April 2016, on the protection of
individuals concerning the collection and transfer of personal data (hereafter ‘Regulations’)
This Privacy Policy supplies with information users and who access our website on how their data is
collected on the website.
All the information gathered on Framis Italia S.p.A website are considered private. This information
is memorized in a safe way and is accessible only to authorised personnel by Framis Italia S.p.A, as
Framis Italia S.p.A itself implements and maintains suitable technical measures, safety and
organisational too in order to protect the information and the data from unauthorised or illegal
elaborations and uses generated from accidental losses, destruction, damage, theft or disclosure.
Who processes personal data
This website is property of Framis Italia S.p.A. located in via dell’Agricoltura 9/15 – 20083 Vigano
di Gaggiano (Milano) - Italia, Codice fiscale and partita IVA 11470670156, who also processes your
personal data.
Where personal data is collected
Data is collected at the operation branches of the Chief Data controller and in any other site where
the parties involved in collecting data are located. The processing of the data collected during the
navigation of the website and of the data supplied by users during the registration to the reserved
areas takes place at the operational offices of Framis Italia S.p.A (external data controller according
to art. 4 part 8 and art. 28 of EU Regulation 2016/679), located at the headquarters of the company.
Data from navigating the website
The It systems and the software procedures dedicated to the functioning of this website acquire,
during their normal activity, certain personal data which transfer is implied during standard Internet
communication procedures. This information is not collected to be associated with identified parties,
but due to their implicit nature it could, through the elaboration and association to data held by third
parties, lead to the identification of the users.
In this category of data fall IP addresses or domain names of the computers used by the users who
access the website, the URI addresses (Uniform Resource Identifier) of the resources requested, the
time of the request, the method used to submit the request to the server, the file dimension obtained
in reply, the numeric code showing the status of the reply by server (successful, error, etc) and other
parameters related to the operating system and the information technology environment of the user.

These data are used with the only purpose of gaining anonymous statistical information about the use
of the website and to check their correct operation and are immediately deleted after their
elaboration. Data could be used to certify responsibility in case of information technology related
illegal actions that could harm the website.
Framis Italia S.p.A. can collect, store and analyse user information on its website, store users IP
address and use cookies. Furthermore Framis Italia S.p.A can collect and elaborate any personal data
that is voluntarily supplied on the modules of our website such as the ones used when registering for
events or during the newsletter subscription. If users disclose their details on social media, Framis
Italia S.p.A. can gain information made available publicly on users’ social media.
Such personal data can include the IP address, name and surname, mail address and email address,
telephone number, job title, social network data, interests, interests towards Framis Italia S.p.A.’s
products and services and certain information on the company where the user works (name and
address of the company), as well as information on the kind of relationship between Framis Italia
S.p.A. and the user themselves.
Framis Italia S.p.A. collects data related to the visits to its website, including the number of visitors
and visits, data related to the geographic position, time spent on the website and the pages clicked or
how visitors have landed on it.
Purposes and how data is processed
Framis Italia S.p.A. uses the data collected to communicate with visitors, personalise contents, show
ads on other websites to visitors in order to better its own website analysing the way visitors navigate
website. Users and visitors data is also collected to allow the Owner to deliver their services, as well
as for the following purposes: statistic, visualisation of contents from external platforms, contacting
the user/visitor and interaction with social network and external platforms.
Processing can be done by manual or IT tools as well as telematic tools through organisational and
elaboration dynamics strictly related to the website purposes and in any case as such to guarantee
security, integrity and privacy of the data according to the organisational, physical and logic
regulations existing.
Besides the Owner, in certain cases, staff involved in the organisation of the website can also access
this data (administrative, commercial, marketing, legal, system administrators personnel) such as
third parties (i.e. technical suppliers, hosting provider, IT companies). Data processing juridically
relies on your consent, which is compulsory to visit this website. Within the restrictions related to the
purposes of data processing as mentioned above, your data can be communicated to partners,
consultancy companies, private companies, named Responsible by the Owner of Data Processing
according to law abidings or to comply with specific requests.
Disclosure of personal data and links to other websites
Framis Italia S.p.A. can also disclose this information to service suppliers or contractors with the aim
of supplying a service or a requested transaction or to analyse the behaviour of visitors on its
website.

Visitors of this website are aware and must have agreed that during the visit on our website, they can
also access links to other external websites existing out of our area sphere of influence. Framis Italia
S.p.A is not responsible for the content or the privacy policy of these other websites.
Cookie Policy
This Application uses Cookie. For information on the use of cookies through this website please
refer to the Cookie Policy.
Third party services
This site may use Google Analytics, an analysis service supplied by Google, Inc. ("Google"), in
order to better its use and the communication with users, estimate the level of internationalisation,
promote institutional activities and personalise as well as analyze the types of users.
How long data is kept and cancellation
Collected data is stored for a period of time necessary to serve the above purposes or according to the
deadlines established by the existing law.
Framis Italia S.p.A. will not store data longer than necessary to serve the above purposes for which
they have been collected as established by laws and regulations applicable. For what concerns the
reserved areas of the website, once this period of time has expired, when the user account is closed or
expires, all personal data collected by this website is cancelled, as established by the existing law.
Visitors/users rights
The user or visitor of this website can at any given time exercise the rights established by the EU
Regulations 2016/679 according to the procedures stated in the EU Regulations itself, in particular
these are:
- the confirmation that personal data is being processed and in this case, to obtain access (right
to access – art. 15 EU Reg. 2016/679);
-

the correction of inaccurate personal data or the integration to incomplete personal data (
right of correction - art. 16 EU Reg. 2016/679);

-

deletion of data, if any of the reasons established by the Regulations takes place (right to be
forgotten – art. 17 UE Reg. 2016/679);

-

the limitation of data processing when one of the hypothetical cases established by the
Regulations takes place (right of limitation– art. 18 EU Reg. 2016/679);

-

of receiving in a structured format, in a standard mode readable from an automatic device,
personal data personal data supplied by the Owner and to transfer these data to another
Owner of data processing (right of portability – art. 20 UE. Reg 2016/679);

The Owner of this Website must also guarantee users/visitors the right to withdraw the agreement to
their personal data processing at any given time, without affecting the lawfulness of processing based

on the agreement made before the withdrawal and to reject data processing at any given time ( right
to object - art 21. EU Reg 2016/679).
Except from any other administrative or jurisdictional appeal, the user/visitor can exercise their
rights to make a complaint to the controlling Authority wherever they feel the processing of their
data breaks the EU Regulations 2016/679.
The exercise of the above rights can be carried out by submitting a written request to the following
address: Framis Italia S.p.A., Ufficio Risorse Umane, via dell’Agricoltura 9/15 – 20083 Vigano di
Gaggiano (Milano) - Italia or via e-mail to the following address: emanuelacipelletti@framis.it
Further information on data processing
Framis Italia S.p.A.can use during trial or in the preparatory stages of a trail, visitor or user personal
data for the defense argument on abuses in using this Website or the services related committed by
the user or visitor. Lastly, the public authorities can request this data to the Owner, who will be
obliged to provide it.
This Application does not support “Do Not Track” requests.
To find out if third parties services used do support them, users/visitors are welcomed to read the
respective privacy policies.
The Owner of Data Processing has the right to change this policy at any given time informing
users/visitors on this page and if possible on this Application as well as with a notification to the
users through one of the contacts the Owner has been provided with - if technically and legally
possible. We recommend to visit this page regularly, noting the last date when it has been modified
at the bottom of the page. If the changes affect those whose legal basis is the agreement, the Owner
will collect once again the agreement from the User, if necessary.
Continuing using this website, even after having been informed of possible changes to these
conditions, implies accepting this privacy policy and all the terms contained in it. If a user/visitor
does not want to agree to the terms and conditions of this Privacy Policy, they have to interrupt using
this website and can request their data to be removed by the Owner.
For further information on data collected by Framis Italia S.p.A. or on processing and any other kind
of information, we invite you to contact is at the following address:
Framis Italia S.p.A., Ufficio Risorse Umane, via dell’Agricoltura 9/15 – 20083 Vigano di Gaggiano
(Milano) - Italia or by sending as an e-mail to the following address: emanuelacipellletti@framis.it

